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Darren Sylvester's work has been extensive[y compared to
advertising. ln fact, his extreme[y orchestrated scenarios,
his precise controI of every aspect of image production-
from casting to makeup and costumes, from tighting to final
print-and the flawlessness of the results mimic the core
features of contemporary commodity imagery production.

The artist himsetf has not denied this affinity. But
Sylvester's photographs have a distinct appeat, quite far
from the goa[s of advertising. On the one hand, they are
accompanied by eloquent tittes that displace the emphasis
on situations and objects to often ambiguous statements
on emotions, communication, a[ienation, human relationships
and contemporary life. Through these titles the artist directly
addresses his viewers, making the images the occasion
for the manifestation of a world-view, a perspective that
reftects on but also surpasses the way advertising and
consumer society frame our living experience. On the other
hand, Sylvester's images function in a very.different way.
Whi[e commerciaI imagery extracts common situations from
the everyday and turns them into something extraordinary,
the artist prefers to hightight prosaic events as they happen
day by day, suggesting that any single moment of our
lives cou[d be arresting. But maybe there is nothing more
than that... as the artist has stated in aninterview; "Often
a banal object can bring some sense of completion-
happiness-if on[y for a short whi[e, and I think that's the
best we can hope for." Sytvester [ikes to consider his work
as post advertising: "lt's about what happens when you
buy something and nothing changes," he has declared in
the same interview.

Though he states that there is no irony in his photographs,
they convey someth ing quite distu rbin g. If All We Hove is
Eoch Other,Thot's OK (2003) shows a group of happy girts
sharing a fast-food meat; they seem to be having a good
time but it is not clear whether their happiness witl
last beyond the brief glamour of their food. The constant
association of emotions with commodities induces a
transient character in the former. ln such works as Your
First Love ls Your Lost Love (2005) and Slngle Agoin (2005),
emotionaI breakdowns are also connected to consumed
junk food. Within this universe, feetings are often fragi[e
and vu[nerab[e, upsetting and uneasy.

Sometimes this outlook jumps f rom the personal to the
universal, as in For the Most Port Humons Seem Ugly and
Annoying (2003), a picture that depicts a young man inside
a car viewing dusk. Together with Let Hopes ond Dreoms
Be Things We Can Achieve (2005), a photograph that shows
a couple facing an imposing landscape, they have a clear
connection to the metaphysicaI overtones of Romantic
painting, where human beings are frequently overwhelmed
by the immensity of nature. Another reference to painting
coutd be found in the glossy artificial beauty and the
transitory nature of many of his ad-tike scenes; a kind of
memento mori of our time. Stitt-tife painters used to show
that "a[[ beauty wi[[ perish" ... tike the charm of commercial
products and fast food, one might add.-Rodrigo Alonso
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Your First Love ls Your Last Love, 2005, tightjet print, 90 x 1 20 cm, 35.5 x 47 inches

lf Att We Have ls Each Other, That's OK, 2003, lightjet print, 90 x 1 20 cm, 35.5 x 47 inches

Let Hopes and Dreams Be Things We Can Achieve, 2005, tightjet print,

90 x 1 20 cm, 35.5 x 47 inches
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